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[several words redacted] This is a joint message from scientific attaché and
air attaché J-1 USAF for AFCIN [Air Force Intelligence]

Numerous efforts during week 25-31 March indicate metal fragments have been
recovered from wide area in southern part of state of Minas Gerais and
northern part of Rio de Janeiro. Coordinates of area follows: 2105 S 4325 W;
2135 S 4330 W; 2200 S 4200 W. Pieces are reported to have fallen from a
falling object from sky over Brazil. At present time five different pieces of
metal have been recovered; four are in hands of Brazilian Air Force; one in
hands of Brazilian National Research Council. AIRA [air attaché] and
scientific attaché of U.S. Embassy have seen fragments and have been assured
by officials that pieces can be made available to U.S.

One piece approximately 15 inches by 18 inches fell in vicinity of Bicas,
Minas Gerais 4320 W 2130 S. This carried following stenciled lettering:
27-61047; canister; Radio Beacon; Model R2. According to accounts of eye
witnesses given BAF [Brazilian Armed Forces?] this piece along with several
others fell approximately 2300 Z, 27 February. Metal is very thin, less than
1/6 inches and scorched. Of other three pieces one seemed to be of same
thickness and other two were a little heavier. All pieces were spot welded,
and welded seams were intact with irregular tears over metal surface. Other
pieces were even larger than one with stenciled lettering.

Unconfirmed report indicates larger fragment was found in general area of 2105
S 4325 W. This fragment reported to be magnetized object weight approximately
200 pounds. It is understood that fragment is being turned over to Brazilian
Armed Forces. No other confirmation available; however, arrangements have been
made to examine object as soon as possible.

Eye witness number one saw an object approximately 2300 Z, 27 February
travelling west to east leaving flaming trail. Then object exploded and broke
into two pieces. Front part went forward and rear part dropped. Witness heard
two explosions.

Eye witness number two heard three explosions between 2230 Z and 2300 Z, 27
February. He saw a flash of light from above, then heard a strange noise, then
saw a blazing trail which went out of sight or flame disappeared. Did not see
it further.

Eye witness number three heard three explosions at approximately 2300 Z, 27
February and found pieces 28 February. He did not attach any connection
between pieces and explosions. Not knowing what to do with pieces he held



several days. Later turned over to Brazilian Army.

Comments:

1. Inspection by scientific attaché and air attaché[,] general nature of
comments of eye witnesses. Marking and number, which are easily identifiable,
strongly indicate that original object was of U.S. origin. Items were
definitely scorched and irregular shape indicates that fracture by explosion
did occur.

2. Cooperation with Brazilian Army, Brazilian Air Force, Brazilian National
Research Council and U.S. Army Attaché outstanding. Considerable interest
displayed by press, government [some text apparently cut off in copying pages]
repercussion as of this time.

3. If our assumptions are correct about U.S. origin, we are surprised that
embassy was not informed of possibility that object might fall on Brazilian
territory. Embassy has immediate obligation to explain this occurrence;
therefore, request reply soonest. This message coordinated with chargé
d'affaires. SCP-3.
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